• **We Are Not Yet Equal: Understanding Our Racial Divide** by Carol Anderson
• **White Privilege** by M.T. Blakemore
• **In The Shadow of Liberty: The Hidden History of Slavery, Four Presidents, and Five Black Lives** by Kenneth C. Davis
• **Say Her Name** by Zetta Elliot
• **Electric Arches** by Eve Ewing
• **How I Resist: Activism and Hope for a New Generation** edited by Tim Federle and Maureen Johnson
• **Because They Marched** by Russel Freedman
• **Strange Fruit: Uncelebrated Narratives from Black History** by Joel Christian Gill
• **Stolen Justice: The Struggle for African American Voting Rights** by Lawrence Goldstone
• **A Few Drops of Red: The Chicago Race Riot of 1919** by Clare Hartfield
• **Obviously, Stories from My Timeline** by Akilah Hughes
• **Displacement** by Kiku Hughes
• **All Boys Aren’t Blue** by George M. Johnson
• **March (a trilogy)** by Jon Lewis, Andrew Aydin and Illustrated by Nate Powell

• **The Silence of Our Friends** by Mark Long and Jim Demonakos
• **Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom** by Lynda Blackmon Lowery
• **Discovering Wes Moore** by Wes Moore
• **Malcolm X: By Any Means Necessary** by Walter Dean Myers
• **Stamped: Racism, Anti-Racism and You** by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X.Kendi
• **Girls Resist! A Guide to Activism, Leadership, and Starting a Revolution** by Kaelyn Rich
• **The Port Chicago 50: Disaster, Mutiny, and the Fight for Civil Rights** by Steve Shenkin
• **Hidden Figures** by Margot Lee Shetterly
• **Just Mercy: Adapted for Young Adults: A True Story of the Fight for Justice** by Bryan Stevenson
• **They Called Us Enemy** by George Takei, Justin Eisinger, and Steven Scott
• **The Self-Love Revolution** by Virgie Tovar
• **From a Whisper to a Rallying Cry: The Killing of Vincent Chin and the Trial That Galvanized the Asian American Movement** by Paula Yoo